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From time to time, we do teleconferences with producers. Talk back to yourself if you must. Fiction writer or
nonfiction author, The Marathon of the Middle is when you must remember why you started this journey in
the first place. There are more ways to break into Hollywood including the Indie market and sell a screenplay
than there have ever been. Embrace the challenge of the middle as part of the process. There are two big
benefits to being part of a group where the other writers are selling scripts. As I say, whatever works. Start
with your own network. Build relationships with producers on Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn. First, it gives
you the potential of those writers recommending your work. The first thing I do every morning is a heavy edit
and rewrite of whatever I wrote the day before. Now, go forth, sell a screenplay, and prosper. The possibility
of getting your script to a producer or agent will increase with each of them. Compartmentalize your writing
vs. STEP 2. Take the time to make it satisfying. Some screenwriting teachers have connections. Diablo Cody
made this one famous. BTW, now is the time to start building your network or focusing it on contacts who can
help you achieve your screenwriting goals. Not you-first, not book-first, not editor-, agent-, or publisher-first.
Blog about your subject. Because they can almost immediately envision how much editing would be required
to make those first couple of pages publishable. In a novel, if everything is going well and everyone is
agreeing, your reader will soon lose interest and find something else to doâ€”like watch paint dry. Persevere
through The Marathon of the Middle. It should read the way you sound at your most engaged. If your subject
is compelling â€” and you put yourself out there â€” you may be the next big blog success to sell a screenplay.
Fill your story with conflict and tension. That dissolves in a hurry if you commit an error. Rough age? Tension
is the secret sauce that will propel your reader through to the end. Hook them and make it a smart choice to
request the script. Check out some of the current bestselling nonfiction works to see how writers accomplish
this. Decide based on the reader as your priority. Become a ferocious self-editor. Write a resounding ending.
Every decision you make about your manuscript must be run through this filter. Agents and editors can tell
within the first two pages whether your manuscript is worthy of further consideration. STEP 3. If you really
want to make it, the opportunities are there.


